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. WILLIAM & MARY SCHOOL OF LAW

BLSA Hosts Oliver Hill Banquet
by Adrienne Griffin
Oliver Hill. It is a name all
law students should know. That is
because Mr. Hill was one of the
primary forces behind what Dean
Re eley called both a "fundamental
change for the better in American
life" and the most important decision in the history of the Supreme
Court. Oliver Hill, along with Thurgood Marshall and others, was the
author of the three-stage challenge
to Plessy v. Ferguson. After attacking inequalities in teacher salaries,
bus transportation, and facilities
existing in supposedly 'fseparate
but equal schools," Hill's efforts
resulted in the landmark decision
of Brown v. Board of Education,
which ovenuled Plessy.
an. £''-l.n.d.'a.'j,
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Black Law Students Association
hosted the annual Oliver Hill Banquet at the University Center on
the main campus. Approximately
75 students, faculty, family mem-

bers, and other guests attended the
event. BLSA's Adrienne Mauney
(2L) served as chairperson for the
event. The guests were treated to
the presence of Oliver Hill himself,
who attended with one of his sons.
Making the event even more special was the fact that this Mayl7th
marks the fiftieth anniversary ofthe
Brown decision.
William & Mary's Professor
A. Mechele Dickerson introduced
the Honorable Nathaniel Jones, the
keynote speaker for the afternoon.
Professor Dickerson clerked for
Judge Jones during his tenure on
the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals. She noted that among Judge
Oliver Hill and Dean Reveley
Jones's many accomplishments, he
served as general counsel for the Brown and for "making [it] con- popularly understood. While not
NA-ACP for ten years, sflent over form to what the framers of the denigrating the importance of figtwenty years on the Sixth Circuit, Civil War amendments intended." ures like Martin Luther King, Jr.,
and even has a federal courthouse He also reminded the audience, and Judge Jones explained that men of
named after him.
particularly its younger members, Oliver Hill's generation and before
In his address, Judge Jones that the civil rights movement made it possible for later battles to
praised Oliver Hill for his role in began much earlier in time than BLSA continued on page 2

Women and the Law Symposium to Take Place April 16th,
by Marie Siesseger
Although still a minority
within the profession, the ranks
ofwomen lawyers are constantly
growing. Data compiled by
the American Bar Association
Commission on Women in the
Profession indicate that while
only 3% of lawyers were female in 1971, by the year 2000,
28.9% of practicing attorneys
were women. This exponential
increase is not entirely auspicious news, however, as the
attrition rate of women from
the profession, and particularly
large finns, has also increased.
Acknowledging the need for all
lawyers to attain a sustainable
level of psychic satisfaction in
both their personal and professionallives, with an emphasis on
women's concerns, the Journal
of Women and the Law selected

"Attrition of Women from the
Legal Profession" as the topic
for this year's symposium, to be
held on Friday, April 16 th , in the
McGlothlin Courtroom.
The ubiquitous search for
work-life balance is the legal
profession's secular answer
to the Grail quest. Law firms
proudly tout the ability of their
attorneys to bill upwards of
2000 hours a year and still maintain a semblance of stability in
their personal lives, but to many
in the profession and academia
there are still serious issues to be
resolved in this area. As Joyce
Wong (3L), Editor-in-Chief of
the Journal of Women and the
Law, explained, "the [Journal]
Board did some brainstorming
last year and [the attrition rate of
women lawyers] was one of the
topics that came up.
Profes-

In

sor Grover's "Women and the
Law" class last spring, a student
presented on work-life balance
and her presentation provoked a
lot of discussion. We discovered
that there was extensive scholarship in the area and it seems to
be a topic that is relevant to the
daily lives of female lawyers,
and also to law students who are
deciding which career avenues
to pursue. " .
Maya Crumbaugh (3L),
Senior Articles Editor of the
Journal and organizer of the
symposium, explained that
the goal is ."to highlight the
particular challenges facing
women in the legal profession. "
In particular, "we hope that the
symposium will not only make
people aware of the particular
needs and goals of professional
women, but also stimulate ideas

and debate about how the legal
profession should adapt to a
more diverse work force and
whether there are steps that
can be taken to prevent attrition from the legal profession,"
Crumbaugh said.
Symposium continued on page 2
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BlSA-Banquet Recognizes Members of Marshall-Wythe Community
Continued from page 1

President of BLSA for the 2003be fought and literally possible for 04 school year, is a member of the
many students in the room to be able Moot Court Team and a student
to attend our school. Finally, Judge notes editor for the Bill of Rights
Jones cautioned that the current Journal, and serves the co~unity
generation must be willing and able by working for Avalon, America
to receive the baton from those who Reads, and as a children's leader
have gone before to continue the in her church.
The presentation of the Oliver
race that will "fortify the victories
that have been won" and achieve Hill scholarship was followed by
the presentation ofthe Community
even more victories.
The other main business of the Service Award to Janelle Lyons
banquet was to award the Oliver (2L), BLSA's service coordinator
Hill Scholarship. This competi- and the organizer ofthe Thanksgivtion was created in 1995 and seeks ing food drive, two blood drives,
to l\onor the student who "most and the recent clothing drive. The
embodies the qualities associated Distinguished 3L Award, which is
with Oliver Hill." Dean Reveley voted onuy the entire membership
announced that this year's winner of BLSA was awarded .to Jessica
is Dominique Callins (2L). Among Cook. Finally, BLSA presented
her many accomplishments, the Professor Davison Douglas with
Dean noted that Callins graduated the Distinguished Faculty/Adminfrom her undergraduate school istrator Award, citing his continuing
summa cum laude, served as support ofBLSAand most recently

his assistance in
preparing the
display
board
abo u t
Brow n
for the
1 a w
school
lobby.
The
Oliver
Hill Banquet was
an event
Dominique Call ins (2L) presents Prof Douglas with the
filled with
Distinguished Faculty/Administrator Award
historical L -_ _ __ __ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _--'
lessons, tributes to outstanding
civil rights lea.ders, and wonderful
conversation over a delicious meal.
Perhaps the most poignant moment
ofthe afiernocln came when Justice

Jones concluded his remarks by
simply stating: "Oliver Hill never
doubted for a moment that he was a
free person . . . entitled to be treated
as [free as] he felt."

•
Law
SY m pO S i u m -t 0 EX ami n e R0 leo f W 0 men In
Continued from page 1

ences of women in law faculty,
Several female attorneys who and the experiences of women in
graduated from William & Mary law firms."
will serve as panelists for the symTo incorporate as many viewposium, and Crumbaugh expressed points as possible, the Journal has
her hope that many more alumna invited seven women lawyers and
(and alumni) would attend, as the academics from a wide range of
date ofthe symposium corresponds experiences to speak at the sympowith Alumni Weekend. Noting the sium. Two William & Mary alumna,
disparity between the number of Mary Baroody Lowe (Class of
women in law school and the num- 1991) and Joan E. Mahoney (Class
ber in practice, Crumbaugh said ofl984), will moderate the roundtathat the symposium "will explore ble discussion on "The Experiences
the issue from a variety of angles. ofWomen in the Workforce." Lowe
We will look at the experiences of is currently an attorney at Powell,
women in law school, the experi- Goldstein, Frazer & Murphy, LLP,

and Mahoney is an Assistant City
Attorney for the City of Norfolk.
Noting that "the difficulty of balancing work and family life can
feel very isolating," Wong said
that "we hope: that the roundtable
discussion will give participants an
opportunity to gain support and to
learn from the experiences of other
women in the profession."
As the Journal's 10th anniversary symposium topic, a
re-examination of the role of
women in the legal profession
is particularly timely. "Work-life
balance and attrition in the legal

profession continue to be issues
that disproportionately affect
women since they are still the
predominant caregivers in most
families. It is a topic that impacts
the daily li~es of attorneys and
we wanted to raise awareness
and to present some workable
alternatives and solutions , "
Wong said.
Many of the speakers at the
symposium will prepare articles
for the first issue of Volume 11
of the Journal of Women and
the Law, which will go to press
next fall.
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Brown v. Board of Education
Join us iln the Courtroom on Thursday, April 15th
from 1 :1()0 - 1 :30 PM fi)r a dramatic reading of
the opinion in Brown v. Board-of Education by
Professors Selassie, Marcus, D-&llg1as, and Dickerson
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THE ADVOCATE

Meet Professor Rosenberg

by Nick DePalma
And for the final Advocate
Interview of the year, I turned
to Professor Rosenberg , who
told me I onl had half an hour.
A: Where did you grow up?
R: In the WashingtonD.C. area. I
lived there when I was very young,
and then I lived in Montgomery
County, Maryland until I was 18.
J

A...~

Wh.o were your childhood

heroes?
R: It's hard to remember childhood heroes. Probably sports heroes,
baseball players, and within baseball
players ... back then Washington had
a major league baseball team and it
was a perennial doormat. I would
go to Washington Senators games,
and they would play in theAmerican
League, usually against the Yankees, and the Boston Red Sox, and
they would usually get beaten and
lose consistently. So I guess, probably the NY Yankees of the '60s;
Mickey Mantle ... In fact I was very
interested in baseball growing up,
though I lost interest in college, but
I would follow the Major Leagues
pretty carefully. And the Washington Senators had some players
who were good, but only relatively
good. Then I became interested in professional basketball when I got older,
and I was always interested in front
running teams like the Boston Celtics.
A: Did you like Larry Bird?
~: This was pre that. This was like
Bill Russell, who is an old man now,
but was dominant then. If you look
at him now he looks undernourished,
only 6' 9", and you wonder how
a guy like him could have played

interested in politics, so I double ma- flown fighters in Vie~am. It was. a
jored in political science and econom- very different atmosphere. ' We had
ics, and law was just a natural choice. these older men, (almost-thirty.: .
A: What was Columbia like? Laughter), who had all this experiR: Well it was the time of the ence and who had been thr-ough so
riots. The country was in tumioil, much, then we had these people like
and the university was shut down me, who were just out of college.
in the spring of '68. I was kind of
A: When you were in law
like an 18 year-old observing what school, did you have plans
I thought was the beginning of a to become a law professor?
social revolution, because you don't
R: No, actually I didn't think
know when it's happening, when about that. In fact, I took a joint
you're going through it, and having degree and got a masters in city
read about all these social revolu- and regional planning, and a law
tions--1848,1 917--andseeingthe degree simultaneously. It took four
demonstrations going on against the and a 'half years, but my thinkwar, and violent confrontations in ing was that I was going to be in
Washington D.C. and other places, the general counsel's office for
it was both an exciting time and a a county or state government, or
very highly charged political time. an environmental organization or
center, but I went to Boston Garden And the radical and revolution- agency, and I never thought about
to see him ... So I guess people like ary thinking students around me this at that time. My first job was
that would be my heroes. I had po- thought tbis was the beginning of in the EPA in Washington D.C., and
litical heroes as well. When I was in a revolution, but they' were wrong, I worked as a lawyer for two and
elementary school, I remember John only you didn't know it then. You half years on environmental matF. Kennedy being assassinated, and saw thousands of police cordoning ters, mostly the Clean Air Act. It
my mother and father watching the off areas, and things that you would was only when I was in the Agency
TV round-the-clock. Hewas a hero only read about today. Eventually that I decided that an academic
of my parents and I guess he was my campus buildings wete taken over job was of interest, so I went that
by students who refused to give way after I'd gone to Washington.
hero as well.
A: And you ended up a couple of
A: Did these baseball players them up, and police came in with
back
thi
force
and
basically
took
other places beforeWilliam & Mary?
andJFKinftuenceyour aspirations?
R: Well, I taught at Cleveland
R: I don 'tthink so, I just observed campus. I remember a climactic
In
night
that
was
violent
and
fast.
Ohio
for my first job, for three and
them as a kid growing up. My parents always read the Washington any case, that was .the, end of my a half years before I came down
Post, and I always read it, so I aware freshman year ... It was a very tu- in the early '80s, but I've taught
ofwhat was happening in sports, but multuous time, for the country, and at other places, UNC, in foreign
I read the news section too, so I had for me personally, this kid coming universities in Australia (UnIversity
some sense of what was going on in from suburban Maryland being in of Adelaide), and I can;t rememb~r
the world, but I was only 12 years the eye of the, hurricane there, and all the'places, but since I came here
old and not really in tune with the it was also a very upsetting tirpe, I've also beeninvolyed in 'a lot of
because when you graduated from outside-the-Iaw,-school-activities.
nuances of politics.
The Govern~r ofVirginia appoipted
A: What did you want to do college.back then,
. you
. were- subject
.
to
the
military
draft
for
one
year.
me ' to the Chesapeake Bay preswhen you were 12 years old?
R: I didn't know. In fact, it was a Everyone had ~ q.raft number, like . e,r:vation 'Board and '1 \:vas 'on that
time where you didn't have to have a random sele,ction of dates l and board: for five years, $etting rules
a preordained plan for your life. depending on how 10\Y your number · . -f-or land. development around .the
Even at that time, going to college, was the likelihood' of being drafted Chesapeake Bay region: I've als9
you didn't have to have 'an object was greater. So when I started law been on local goverriment. b~ards,
in mind necessarily, and you could school, I didn't know whether I was the \o.cal, plarining co~ssi.on of
think of your future becoming ap- going to finish, because if they got York' County, and I'm on:'the board
parent to you as you went through , to my number, I W01Jld have been of zoning appeals for James City
college, deciding to major in some- drafted. But, as luck would have it, CoUIity. .So I studied aU this; 'and
thing. And my father was a lawyer, they never got to my number, they then I ended up domg the'stUffinrea1
a federal administrative law judge, were like 5 numbers short of it, b~t life, and' I've g~t to say, it's a rather
so I gravitated towards the law be- with ail 'that first year aggravation large difference in what .yOU, s~~.
A: So zoning boards aren't that
cause he had been a lawyer. I never that everybody always has, I had the
learned about labor law because I aggravation of knowing I might get bad?
R: Well they're more like ch(,lnwanted to have a separate area that a call in December or January that
was mine. Undoubtedly, my father said "show up for basiC training." cellors in equity, doing equity mory
was my greatest influence and a That was an unusual extra stress. than they're doing law, in the s:ense
person who I admired. Plus,atthetime Also, when I was a 1st year student
I graduated from college, a lot ofpeople there were a lot of returning Air Professor.continued on page 4.. :
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Continued fro"m page 3
that people come in with some sad
tale, and depending on how credible
the tale is, they will ·grant relief Is
it relief that is required by the law?
Probably not, but they respond to
evocative stories regarding people's
hardships, and as you know from
variance grants, it sounds like there
is never going to be a grant, but they
are actually granted very commonly
for compelling personal stories.
A: What are your favorite
movies?
R: Five Easy Pieces, The
Producers, This is Spinal Tap,
Fly ing Tiger, Hidden Dragon,
To Kill a Mockingbird, and
James Bond films, to name a few.
A: What do you do for fun?
R: Right now. .. I used to do
athletic things of a more strenuous
nature, and now I do three things that
I enjoy. First, I travel a lot ... visiting
many different parts of the world.
Second, I do a lot of outdoor, hiking
is a little too grand, but walking in
beautiful places. Hiking sounds like
climbing the face ofmountains, and
I don't do that, although I did hike
in the late 1990's .. . I wentto Kathmandu, Nepal, and I hiked to the Mt.
Everest base camp. We hiked from
9000 ft. to 13000 ft., which doesn't
sound like much, but it took a week
to do. This was very strenuous work.
But that was an extraordin,ary experience, I don't do that very often. The
third thing I do is I play ping-pong. It's
really good exercise, and a lot of fun,
and I've gotten better at it, but you've
got ~o be really quick, lots of short
movements. You don't run anywhere,
but you really feel tired after it.
A: Do you put a lot of topspin
on the ball?
R: Well, it's anticipation, and it's
something that most Americans don't
play, although more and more are, and
I started playing it. I had to learn how
to hold the paddle, because Americans
don't hold it the right way, and the
Asians know how to do it. I'm just
a neophyte at this, but I like it a lot.
A : Where do y ou pla y ?
R: James City Rec Center. But I
do those two things, and I used to
play basketball, but I don't do that
anymore, because I can't do what
I used to do and it's too frustrating not to be able to do something

Rosenbe~rg

when your mind remembers what
you could actUally do physically.
ProfessorKochandIusedto . .. well,
ifwe had bet, we would have taken a
lot of money off of undergraduates,
because we look so unlikely . . . I still
shoot around a little bit.
A :
D0
you
eve r
play Proferssor Meese?
R: Yeah, but he's too slow and
he fouls too much... (laughter).
Students should know that Professor
Meese was quite an excellent athlete
when he came to the College. Speed
is everything in that game, bu! I
used to be better and that's why it's
frustrating.
A: So you switched over to
ping-pong?
R: Well it's interesting. Now
I'm kind of humbled in ping pong,
because people who are really good
just do whatthey want, and it's hard
for me to play at their level, but like
any sporting event whenever you
play against people that are better than you are you tend to learn
more, and you tend to play better,
because you have to. A long time
ago, I used tobe good at basketball,
but that was a long time ago. When
I went to college, it was the one
time Columbia won the Ivy League
championship. I was a sophomore,
and the team, this had nothing to do
with me, had three all-Americans,
and two went on to become professional players, but I played for about
a year and a half until I decided
that I couldn't play anymore with
these quasi-professional players.
A: What was your position?
R: I played forward, believe it
or not, at a time when most people
seemed to be shorter then they are
now (Laughter). The team had two
7-foot centers and a total of three
players who played professionally. I
remember being in high school and
seeing a picture of one of my teammates on the front cover of Parade
magazine. I also played in a summer
league the first year I was there,
which was a famous one- Riverside
Church summer league in NY-and
I can't even believe I did it today,
but that was a long time ago, an
exciting time, playing basketball
in this tumultuous time in history.
A: Pla y ing basketball...
R: Well, it's funny. I learned a lot

Interview

about limits, and there are limits on
people's ability, and I think some
people don't understand and hope
they'll be able to exceed their limits,
but you have to be a realist at times.
And Ijust remember being a really
good high school player and being
an ordinary one in college, and I
just happened to pick this college
at the wrong time in the 20 th century, in terms of the quality of the
players, but it was enjoyable to beat
Princeton for the Ivy League championship--mention thattothe Dean.
This was probably the one time in
the history of basketball in the Ivy
League that this ever happened ...
A: And you were on the team.
R : I played for one year at Columbia and then decided to be a
full-time student. That first year was
an interesting one because the two
teams (Columbia and Princeton)
ended up tied for first place, so
there was a playoff at a neutral site.
We won, and went to play in the
NCAA Eastern Regionals, but lost
to Davidson, which was coached
by someone named Lefty Driesett
(the fourth winningest coach in
the history of college basketball).
It was an exciting time
but now far III the past.
A:
Tell
mea b 0 u t
your law review articles.
R: Yeah, I wrote one in the fall,
and it's forthcoming. This law review
sweet talks you into giving them
your article, and they say it will
come out real soon, and this was in
December, and it was supposed to
be out in January, but it's still not
out. I'm also writing one right now
that deals with land use control,
and I'm trying to finish that up.
A: Do you h a v e a
plug for that article?
R: No, I'm actually going to discuss some ofit in class, but it's about
an idea that. . . in law school we study
the Supreme Court a lot, thatthe Supreme Court makes the rules arid everyone else follows , but in this article
I've been discovering that the state
ourts are actually more important,
and the Supr,eme Court decisions
. are just acknowledged in passing.
I've analyzed about 15 years worth
of state cases, in light of Nolan and
Dolan (SupremeCourtcases), and I
researched to see if the states picked

up on them ... but they didn't. The
message in law school is that everyone listens to the Supreme Court, but
at lea~t in this area, it doesn't happen.
A: What is your favorite music?
R: Well, I have a few groups I
really like. I was just listening to
.Joni Mitchell, someone people today
have probably never heard of, but if
they haven't they ought to. She was
a songwriter and performer 30 years
ago probably. I was also just listening
to Steely Dan, and Dire Straights. I
just bought those recently.. . I also
like some of the English' 60s groups
that aren't the mainstream groups,
butthoselcindsofpeople. Ilikea wide
range of music: classical music, and
instrumental music. The real musical
genius was Mozart. You could say he
passed the 'testoftime'test: ifpeople
are still listening to you hundreds of
years later, you can probably rest assured that you are a musical genius.
A: Do you have anything
that you want to say to the students and William & Mary?
. R: Well, I've enjoyed them so
much this year, and r reaUy like this
group of students. I've liked the
classes in the past couple of years
too, but this is a special group. This
is also a really special time for you,
and I didn't think about this when I
was a student, and I'm sure you're
not, but this is a time you' lllook back
at with some nostalgia, even more
nostalgia than you have now, and
it is a really important time to learn
foundational concepts and ideas that
surprisingly will be relevant to you
through your life, even if it doesn't
seem that way .. . Things will happen
to you, you'll gravitate to certain
areas of practice, and you' ll come
up with a certain problem, and law
school factors into your thinking in
ways you can't even imagine. Tome,
the 151 year oflaw school is the most
fun, because it is new to all of you.
Each year, every class is composed
ofmany different people, but I realiy
enjoy all of them, and you kno~ ,
some will only take Property and
some will take other courses w ith
other professors. Some students I see
over and over in other courses again.
I even keep in touch with some of
them after the) graduate. In fact, it's

Professor continued on page 5
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Living with Lawrence
by David Byassee
On March 30, 2004, Professor
Nan D. Hooter of the Brooklyn Law
School visited us through the auspices
of the Printer Fellowship, which annually brings in a lecturer on gay and
lesbian issues.ProfessorHunterserved
as Deputy General Counsel for the
DepartmentoflIealthandHumanServices in theClintonAdministrationand
has held positions \\>ith the American
Civil Liberties Union as Director and
Staff COl.IDSe1 of the AIDS and Civil
Liberties Project and its Lesbian and
. Gay Rights Project In addition, she
has published extensively on the topics ofhea1th, gender, and the rights of
lesbians and gay men.
. My first introduction to Professor
Hooter came at a luncheon held in the
Dean's conference room where she
addressed the topic of gay marriage.
Noting that the nation is currently in a
''funny time" where we are "looking
forward to Massachusetts in May,"
Professor Hunter satirically commented that gay people are "trying to
get into this club that oilier people are
leaving."
'Living Wiili Lawrence" is actually the title ofa forthcoming article in
the Minnesota Law Review, authored
byProfessorHunter.Theartic1eandher
lecture rev?lve around three puzzles
to pe found within Lawrence v. Texas,
the Supreme Court's 2003 decision
striking down ananti-sodomy law.The
firstpuzzle is the absence ofdiscussion
regarding the right to privacy, despite

relianceuponGrmvold,Eisenstadt,and

lRoe, all ofwhich enunciate the right to
lprivacy. The frame Professor Hunter
seeswhenputtingthesepiecestogether
is the Court limiting its recognition of
additional "fimdamental" rights in the
area ofsubstantive due process, much
like it has with equal protection.

International .Scholar
Louis Aucoin Visits W.&M

The second puzzle is the Court's
heightened scrutiny of the Texas antiby Marie Siesseger
sodomy statute, without recognition
of a fimdamental right being at issue.
Professo r Lo u is A uThis anomalous fact aligns itself in coin from the F letch e r School
the mind of Professor Hunter as the of Law and Dip l omacy vis i ted
court's new approach to answering William & Mary last Wednes substantive due process questions. day and Thursday to speak to
. This approach is characterized by not students on a number of curasking first what characterizes a "fun- rent issues in i nternational
damental 'right--the structure used to law. A former constitutional
cabin judicial activism by applying an advisor to the Constituent
all-or-nothing review-but rather by Assemblies of Rwanda , East
following in the footsteps of the equal Timor, and Cambodia , Proprotection analysis applied in Romer fessor Aucoin has worked
and not directly stating the standard extensively in the area of
of analysis applied, thereby granting a comparative law. He previdegree offieXlbility to substantive due ously worked with W il lia m &
process analysis.
Mary professor Christie WarThe third puzzle is the Court's ren on a Rule of Law program
sidestepping ofthe obvious equal pro- in Haiti and the two former
tectionquestionand,instead,grounding colleagues gave a joint preits decision in "hberty." By so doing, 's e n tat ion en tit led " Ju d i cia I
ProfessorHunterbelievesthattbeCourt Reform and the Rule of Law
piecedtogetheramosaicof"equal-hb- in Post-Conflict Societies" on
erty," arguably of greater significance Thursday morning.
than a decision singularly grounded in
In his Wednesday evening
equal protection or hberty would have lecture on French administrabeen. For "bow can one have hberty tive law, Professor Aucoin
without equality?" Professor Hunter explained the d i fferences
asked.
between French and common
Professor Hunter surmises that law administrat i ve procethe ultimate holding of Lawrence is dure. Emphasizing that there
that arguments based upon morality is still significant room for
alone-masenseapartfromsomekind comparative scholarship in
ofdemonstrableharmuponapersonor this area, Professor Aucoin
institution which the law protects, e.g., noted that, particu l arly as
marriage (at ilie time}-cannot justify it pertains to developing
criminal penalties. The practical result countries, "strengthening the
of the decision, says Professor Hunter, administrative courts may be
is that states will need to find new important. "
justifications for old laws and courts
There are profound differ will be looking more into the :factual ences in focus in the French
background of cases with increased civil law and the American
reliance upon social science studies. common law systems . While
And with this, the Lawrence decision, the civil law system has a
we shallieam to live, albeit not ~ly, communal , state-oriented fo Professor Hunter concluded.
cus , the common law typically

gravitates towar d the pro tecti on of indivi d ual rights .
Au c oin dist i lled t h is basic
prem is e in civil law by noting
that the state is not always
the "bad guy" in the civ i l
law system. Aucoin further
note d t h at although the court
system in France h istorically
engendered great distrust,
the administrative courts occupieda special place in the
public's esteem because of
their connection to the ex ecutive , and that continues to
permeate the administrative
courts today.
Unlike the courts .in the
ordinary judicial system,
French administrative courts
are not bound by the French
Code , Aucoin said. Instead ,
the administrative courts
employ case law to determine the outcome of matters
before them. Aucoin noted
that although the principle
of stare decisis is not stric;tly
followed , general principles
of law h ave been developed
by the administrative courts.
Professor Aucoin further
discussed the substantive
aspects of administrati ve
l aw in France , as well as the
three - tiered structure of the
administrative court system.
Professor Aucoin pre,dict ed that civil law administrative procedure would be a
focal point for future research
because the French system
is often used . as a model in
establishing co n stitutional
systems t hroughout the world ,
as well as in multi - national
governing bodies.

Th e Professor Rosenberg Interview
Continued/rom page-4
not uncommon for me to get e-mails
from people who are in practice ... so
I appreciate all ofyou and your effort,
your enthusiasm and your energy.

A: And finally, what do you like
best about William & Mary?
R: I want you to emphasize this relationship w ith the students. This is
a very 'u nusual thing for law school
anyway. When I w ent to law school,

I never talked with my professors out
of class, and your experience here
that you can do this is something that
most law students don't have. And I
think that law students who graduate
from here have all sorts ofopportunities and have a really bright future.
With all the talent that students who
come here have you will be doing
many exciting thingfi!. Some of you
will be litigators, some of you will

be transactional lawyers and some
of you won't be lawyers atal!. Some
of you will be US Attorneys, some
of you will be County Supervisors
in your states, and you ' ll have
responsible jobs, important jobs,
making decisions that affect people
in their daily lives. You should all
just hold your breath for what the
future holds for you. The reason I
say this is because when you're in

law school you focus on the "now,"
like what's the reading assignment
for tomorrow. But there is a bigger
picture. YOl:re all going to do important work, you don't know now,
but you ' ll do it, and you all have a
really bright future. Work very hard,
enj oy this experience, and remember
that it passes by very quickly. It was
August 2003 when you came here
and now it's almost May . ..
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A :L:etterfrom SBA President Rob Mlaylor
. Dear Student Body,
First and foremlOst allow me to
thank you for granting me the privilege of being your SBA president.
I truly consider it an honor. I know
that I am suppol?ed to talk about
my plans for the year to come, but,
. really, the way it works is that I am
representing yourm:eds and desires
in the year to come and helping to
make your life as a student a little
easier. That's a tall task and while
I will be working my hardest to
achieve the dual glOals of a great
year and -excellent student representation in every aspect ofthe law
school, I will be depending heavily
on my team.
That being said, I am counting
on the representatives, elected officers, and yourselves to help me
make next year great. The SBA
has worked v~ry hard as a group to
ensure that we will have expanded
options for food here on campus
. at the start of next year. Don't be
surprised if the student lounge has
a completely different feel to it and
you, find yourself spending even
'm~re time at the La~ Scb.ogI next
' year. We're goirig to do our best to
fully establish our school amongst
the best and furth1ermore, for the
students, establish an even stronger
climate of collegiality with more
events catering to a larger number
'of our students. I was fortunate to
have run against Greg Rohrbough
and to now have him as a teammate onSBA because he brings a
new viewpoint, new ide'as,and new
energy to the group. Next year's
SBA will have an infusion of new
energy and ideas but also enough
carry over from the past years to
ensure that we continue to excd at
the things that SBA did well and
. improve in other areas.
3LRep GregRohrbough will be
joining your vice-president Justin
Hargrove in plannirig the 'annual
formals, Barristers Ball ,and Fall
from Grace. In an effort to better
,use student funds and plan events
for students we are trying to transfoim our current associations with
local businesses and school organizations into forward-looking,
ongoing business relationships.
Hopefully the hotels, businesses,
and student groups we worked
with this year will work with us to

make the dances and all events (Bar
Review, Ski Trip, and Paintball)
cheaper and better for students.
With more effective organization
and utilization of student time,
money, and energy, SBA -hopes
to work with the leaders of other
student organizations to plan events
important to all of us as students.
Hopefully, 2Ls in the years to come
will not have to worry about job
searching, Client B, cite checks,
the rigors of a legal education, and
trying out for moot court all in the
same three-day span.
SBA is afso lucky to have Steve
Del Percio back as a rep. His work
as treasurer this year was simply
invaluable. His experience, insight,
ent4usiasm, and passion for everything he is involved with will be
vital to us doing a good job. He'll
be a good" Jirniny Cricket" to David
Stern, who will be lumbering his
way through what I believe to be
the toughest job in SBA, treasurer.
Dave, Steve, and I will do the best
we can to streamline the process
of student organization budget
requests, funding, and allocations.
Lauren Schmidt, our ABArep, will
be invaluable as a source ofknow1edge of school and state financial
procedures. It is our hope that SBA
will be better enabled to assist all
student organizations and interests
with event funding or planning.
Our 2L class truly raises my
hopes of a great year to come because of both our incumbant rep
and the 'newbies' Stephanie Spirer,
our new 2L rep, has been a vigorous
advocate for community service in
the past year. She went so far as to
organize her own Habitat for Humanity project this spring and has
taken the reigns from me for organizing student volunteerism. In the
past year we received praise from
local community organizations for
our enthusiastic volunteer proj ects.
I expect that the opportunities for
volunteering will only expand.
Stephanie has also gone above and
beyond the call of duty to organize
and distribute a SBA evaluation
form in a hope to have your SBA
better help YOU.
Our other 2L rep, Meg Bisk, is
a tireless worker and really distinguished herself last year in SBA
by organizing SBA breakfasts and

assisting with event planning such
as Barristers BalL She has plans for
a Class of'06 Picnic on the last day
ofclasses and happy hours planned
to ease this final stretch run of 2nd
semester.
Maggie Shoup, our new secretary, will inevitably be my savior
this year, keeping me organized and
on my toes. Maggie has already
successfully assumed the task of
composing the weekly SBA announcements. The announcements
are truly an effective way ofkeeping
aware of what is happening at your
law school and how to get involved
ifyou so choose. I encourage everyone to be in constant contact with
Maggie (meshou@wm.edu) and to
read the announcements so that all
school events are well attended and
those issues important to the school
can be addressed by a wide variety
of student voices. Lastly, Maggie,
along with Chris Supino ('06), will
be working to keep students more
aware of activities and events via a
revamped SBA Board by the hanging tiles and a new SBA website
that should be available in a matter
of weeks.
For the past year Mike Broadus
has voluntarily represented the
school at BOTH the undergraduate
senate and grad council. His dedication to assisting and organizing
all inter-campus/school events and
associations will be renewed next
year as he assumes a leadership
position in one of the inter-school
organizations.
FheAdvocate asked me to write
a letter addressing my First 100

Days in office or rather what I've
done sOl far or plan to do. While I'd
like to say there will be no more
Client E or that exams will forever
more be self-scheduled, I don't really achieve anything without the
help of the aforementioned people
and the people who take the time to
speak to me and the SBAmembers
about changes they would like to
see at our schooL It is possible ... we
just have to try to speak up about
what we want. As the poet laureate, S. Carter once said "A'closed
mouth, don't get fed." I know that
every dean at our school wants each
and every student here to feel as
if they have had every reasonable
opportunity in legal education afforded to thein and to leave here
happy with the experience. I think
we can do this. I think that we have
great events planned. I know we
will succeed.
There will be a free faculty student luncheon on Wednesday, April
14, and two days later the inter-grad
schoolend-of-the-yearparty. Don't
be surprised if during finals there
area handful of ice cream or movie
study breaks planned. We're going
to try and have a revamped student
lounge with food options all day
long starting with the first day this
falL 'W e're going to work to make
job search at;ld school commitments
more manageable and law school
more "fun." We're going to have
a great year.
I, along with the rest ofthe SBA,
look forward to serving you.
Rob Maylor

The Graduation Issue of111e Advocate Needs

3L phoiCos
.Please submit any photos byFrid,a y, 16 Apriil 2004
in The Advocate .H anging File
or bye-mail to
natrav@wmlledu
.j -
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. Chuck Rob'b , C'arter Lowance Fello·w~ : Visits">~"
bXD.G.Judy
Former Vrrginia governor and
two-term U.S. senator Charles
Robb had breakfast at the Law
School on April 6. Well-attended
by faculty and even a few students,
the event featured coffee, juice,
some outstanding mini-muffins, and anecdotes and wisdom
gleaned from Robb 's four-plus
decades in public service. Those
decades have given Robb overly
sufficient credentials to preside
over even the most distinguished
breakfas t
Robb is the oqIy Senator to
sit sim ultaneously on the Foreign
Affairs, Intelligence, and Armed
Service committees. Before his
terms as governor and lieu tenant governor, Robb served over
a decade in the Marine Corps,
during which time he not only
commanded an infantry company
in Vietnam but also met and married the President's daughter.
Robb was appointed in February
by President Bush to co-chair an
investigation of U.S. intelligence
failures concerning Saddam Hussein's weapons capabilities.
At the prompting of Dean
Reveley (with whom he practiced
at Hunton & Williams), Robb
spoke initially about politics, for

-the benefit of those present (not
this writer) who hoped to enter
the field. Politics, Robb said, is
an honorable profession like law,
despite the popular vie:w to the
contrary. Most politicians are good
people, he sai~, if extreBlely selfconfident, and much smarter than
you'd think. Robb warned that
local politics is the hardest kind,
since it is the most "constituentintensive."
Before jumping into politics,
though, Robb said the erstwhile
young leaders oftomorrowwould
do well to spend time in a position
of service. He repeated a thencontroversial remark from his
governorship to the effect that it
would be good if the people with
advanced degrees had at some
point learned how to clean a latrine. For this reason Robb said
he was a supporter of the military
draft as well as programs like
Americorps.
Of his own political career,
Robb said he much preferred the
Statehouse to the Senate. The former offered him more immediate
involvement with the pressing
issues of the time. "You'd open
the newspaper," he said, "and half
the headlines were the things you
worked on yesterday, and the other

half were things you' d better be
on top of by sundown."
Robb said fundraising was a.regrettably necessary evil in modem
American politics. Along with the
media's reduction of politicians to
"eight-second sound-bytes," Robb
said fundraising prevents politicians from "taking the long view"
and addressing difficult policy
matters. Robb said he would like
to see a constitutional amendment
to resolve any First Amendment
problems with campaign finance
controL
His time in the Marine Corps,
Robb said, was probably more
meaningful to him than any of his
political achievements. Robb cited
in particular the discipline-of military training, the esprit d' corps of
a unit of soldiers, especially in the
field, and the exposure to people
from all strata of society (again,
this was in the days of the draft):
Robb said ifhe hadn't married the
President's daughter, he might well
have remained a Marine (the marriage, he explained, would have
made any subsequent positions or
promotions look political). Even
so, Robb remained in the Marine
Corps Reserve until 1991.
Asked about his famous father-in-law (Lyndon Johnson),

Kobb said he was "il remarkable
'leader. . .the most complex individual r have known." Of LBrs
famously persuasive (not to say
domineering) personal style, Robb
said, "I was delighted to marry
his daughter, but I wouldn't have
wanted to work to for him."
FIDnily, Robb said, is "perhaps
in the end the most important"
facet of life. He said his political
career had caused him to miss parts
of his daughters' childhoods and
that he was grateful to have been
more constantly involved in raising his youngest daughter. Robb
told of visiting one daughter's (he '
has three) high school to see a
game while governor and landing
in a helicopter to be greeted by
a State Police escort. His arrival
rather disrupted the goings-on and,
afterwards, hi~ daughter thanked
him very much for attending but .
asked him not to do so again.
Robb was at th~ Law School
as the Carter Lowance Fellow for
Public Service. The Fellowship'S
namesake w~ Chief ofStaff fol'
six ¥irginia governors: -a "consummate insider," and, .Rohh
said, "pound for pound" (because
somewhat slight of build) ''the
most powerful" person in the history of Virgi!lia'politics. .

-

Professor Devins Lectures on the Rehnquist and Warre.n Courts
by Matt Gayle

Many constitutional law and
Supreme Court scholars have compared the Warren and Rehnquist
Courts. In fact, at least one conference has been devoted to the comparison, not to mention countless
books and law review articles. The
common thread running through
all of these analyses seems to be a
belief that the two Courts are diametrically opposed. This belief is
well-founded in the history of the
Supreme Court-while the Warren Court was generally progressive and issued decisions which
expanded the scope of the First,
Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Amendments in terms ofpersonal liberties,
the Rehnquist Court is frequently
characterized as conservative, with
a focus on originalism and the revival of federalism. Even the most
cursory overview will reveal how at

odds the two courts seem to be.
Professor Neal Devins is
also interested in comparing the
two courts, but in so doing, he
takes a much different approach.
On Monday, March 29, Professor Devins delivered a lecture to
discuss his views: "Similarities
Between the Rehnquist and Warren Courts." While the nearly 40
students present enjoyed pizza and
soda provided by IBRL and the.
Federalist Society, Devins began
to paint a picture ofthe two courts
which- unlike most scholarship on
the subject- revealed them to be
far more alike than different.
Professor Devins' central argument was that both the Rehnquist
and Warren Courts have an agenda
and that both Courts work to push
as far as they can while being sensitive to the risk ofp<;>litical backlash.
Devins began by suggesting that the

terms of each Court can be divided
into two eras separated by a political
eventthat altered the decision-making of that respective Court. The
Warren Court, for example, may
be divided into two time periods:
thefirst(1954-1962), during which
the Court moderately pursued a
progressive agenda, and the second (1962-1969), characterized
by a far more aggressive pursuit
of progressive ideals. Professor
Devins argued that the 1960-62
elections occurred between these
two periods to turn the tide of the
Court. Similarly, the Rehnquist
Court was initially (1986-1994)
characterized by an attempted but
ultimately failed pursuit of social
conservativism and then later
(1994-presetit) by a successful
revival of federalism, with the
Republican Party's "Contract
with America" Congressional

camp'aign intervening between
the two periods.
The most famous decision
of the Warren Court is perhaps
Brown v. Board. As Devins noted,
in 1932 two-thirds of whites opposed desegregation, but by the
time of Brown in 1954, a majority
supported it. Nevertheless, many
members of Congress from the
South opposed both desegregation
and the Supreme Court in 1954.
The Warren Court avoided political
backlash from either side ofthe controversy by issuing the decision in
Brown; although a clear victory for
civil rights, the decision contained
no provision for enforcement and
effected little immediate change_
Thus the Warren Court was able to
pursue a progressive agenda, butdo
so strategically in order to aVDid a
hostile response.
Professor continued on page 8

---
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Professor Devins
Compares the
Rehnquist and
Warren Courts·
Continued from page 7
Fifty years later, according to Professor Devins, "the
times have changed, the agenda
has changed, but the Rehnquist
Court's decision making is very
much the same." After attempts
to use social conservativism to
support its decisions failed, the
Rehnquist Court began to pursue
a revival of federalism . Nationally, support ofCongress dropped
dramatically in the late' 80s and
early '90s, so usi'ng federalism to
limit the power of Congress had
great popular appeal. Professor
Devins cited a number of other
examples where both \Varren and
Rehnquist decisions were strategically issued in order to advance
a particular agenda against the
backdrop of the greater political
culture.
After he had outlined his
argument, Professor Devins accepted questions from students.
One student asked whether it
was problematic that the Warren and Rehnquist Courts made
their decisions with reference to
contemporaneous political attitudes and whether that meant the
justices did not follow their own
individual theories of interpret ation. Characteristically, Professor
Devins declined to express his
personal opinion of the Warren
and Rehnquist Courts' lack of
political neutrality. Devins did,
however, explain that although
justices from both Courts may
have had individual theories of
interpretation, they detem1ined
when to pursue those theories
in relation to the political moment.
Whether or not y ou agree
with Professor Devins's theories
about the Warren and Rehnquist
Courts, you will likely agree w ith
hie final conclusion : "1: t.hink I' m
actually describing the tendency
of the Supreme Court in general,
but maybe I ' m describing human nature. I mean, we all have
agendas and none of us like to be
slapped down."

Wednesday, April 14,2004

Courtroom 21: High Tech ADR
by Gary Abbott
The Courtroom 21 (CT21)
Project's armual Laboratory Trial
again broke new legal technological ground on Saturday, April 3,
2004. This year's experiment was a
proof-of-concept exercise in remote
arbitration and mediation. Using
computer videoconferencing, an
arbitration session was held and a
contractual dispute mediated between participants in Williamsburg,
Norway, the United Kingdom, and
Australia.
The fact pattern used for the
mock demonstration, written by
2002 alum James Hess and elaborated on by 3L Erin Butler, could
easily show up in the near future
news, even though it was done
months ago. It involved a construction contract for a showpiece
hotel in newly liberated Iraq that
was in danger of falling through,
at great expense to the contractor,
Global Hospitality Enterprises (of
course all names are fictional). The
principal financier, Botany Bay,
Ltd. , had gotten cold feet about the
project becoming a terrorist target,
security firm Yokohama Security
Ltd. could not guarantee the safety
of the building, the insurer, Oslo
Associates wanted a piece of the
action, the steel supplier, Preston
Industries, was losing money and
wanted out, and the builder, Wellington Construction, didn't know
what to do.
To save the project, a mediation
session between the major principles
was conducted in the morning from
9:00-12:00. The mediator was Vincent Poppoti, of Blank Rome LLP,
New Jersey, live in CT21.Attendees
and participants had the opportunity
to watch him mediate from the rarely
seen CT21 handicapped podium,
strictly for purposes of visibility,
installed for the occasion. Ms. Ron
Macdonald (professor) represented
Botany Bay via video link fromAustralia. Cosimo Gualano appeared
via video from Oslo, Norway, for
Oslo Associates and Jerem Barnett
as Wellington Associates, also by
video, in Great Britain. Professor
Fred Lederer was very near all day,
anxiously monitoring the technical
side of things.
And good thing that he was.
The first half-hour was spent fid-

dling with an unresolvable audio
problem with the remote links. A
"Technical Time Out" was called
in the mediation, while persons
around the world concluded that the
dynamic echo cancellation feature
of all the different systems simply
needed some time to balance itself
out. Once that was decided, the
session proceeded without any other
major snafus. The mediator had, at
different times, all parties engaged
in discussions both singly and as
a group. Evidence was presented
by assorted CT21 computer equipment, including animated graphics,
and 2L Desh Sekhri appeared as a
UN expert witness. The scripted
scenario called for an agreement
and one was reached mere seconds
before Australia blanked out due
to time limits on their availabilty, it
being well into the wee hours of the
morning there.
The Lab Trial then broke for an
extended lunch while the Admitted
Students Weekend Program, also
going on at Marshall-Wythe that
same day, brought next year's ILs
in for lectures and some show-andtell. CT21 reconvened at 2:30 for
the second part of the experiment,
an arbitration session with a remote

ALJ.
The fact pattern outlined how
the price of steel had skyrocketed
in recent months, causing Preston
Industries, the sole provider of

steel for Hotel Baghdad, to invoke
a contract provision that allowed for
more money or withdrawal from the
contractatnocost. The contract also
called for mandatory arbitration in
the event of any dispute, a clause
invoked by Global Hospitality. After
the headiness of the first-time-ever
remote videoconferencing mediation session, the arbitration trial was
alrnostmundane,eventhoughitalso
was a groundbreaking experiment.
Arbitration with a remote judge had
never been tried before in the United
States. The three-judge panel con. sisted of longtime CT21 associates
from Blank Rome in New Jersey,
Vmcent Poppiti, Richard Hemnann,
also an adjunct professor at the law
school, and Mary Matterer, appearing by video link. The very trial-like
proceedings were conducted without technical incident. 2Ls Mike
Monahan and Heidi Simon, for the
plaintiff Preston, and Virginia Vile,
for the defendant Global, put on a
professional case for each side, using several of the CT2I evidence
presentation devices.
At the conclusion of the day's
experiments, Professor Lederer
thanked everyone involved and assured them that their efforts would
be of enormous value as he and the
CT2I Project staffspentthe ensuing
weeks evaluating, analyzing, and
correcting the process based on the
information generated.
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Toeing the Line: The Company·
by Marie Siesseger and
Dave Zerby

duet) into soloist and star performer.
Unfortunately, Ry's character fails
to metamorphose in any meaningful way. Despite her progress as a
dancer, Ry remains as passive at
the end of the film as at the beginning.AlthoughAltmanprovidesRy
with alove interest in an attempt to
instill The Company with a human
element, the relationship is devoid
of either passion or tension. Josh
(James Franco) has less depth than
a stick figure in a kindergartner 's
art project. Ry and Josh could easily pass as a couple in a diamond
commercial.
More intriguing is Malcolm
McDowell as the Joffrey's artistic director, Mr. Antonelli. Mr. A
provides much of the film's slight
comedic element, functioning as an
amalgam of stereotypical director
traits. As a parody of egomaniacal,
beguiling directors, Mr. A promises
star roles and flatters egos as artfully as the dancers perform their
routines. Still, the true star of The
Company is not the makeshift plot
or its tepid lead characters but the
way in which Altman captures the
dance sequences on film.
The sequences are marvelous
enough to imbue the film with true
entertainment value, for both dancers and novices alike. Particularly
scintillating is the film's centerpiece, asoloroutineperformedwith
the aid of a rope swing. Altman's
camerawork excels at capturing the
artist's grace and fluidity, simultaneouslycreatingahighlypersonal,

As a general rule, dancers make
horrid actors. They' re simply not
cut out for conventional film-it's
j ust the wrong medium for them.
A s a result, pointing a camera at a
group of dancers and telling them
to act produces a result akin to
handing a photographer a lump of
clay and instructing her to sculpt.
The result isn't likely to be bad, but
it's not likely to be earth-shattering,
either. This dynamic underscores
Robert Altman 's latest film, The
Company: It's a beautiful film but
a highly mediocre movie.
Although visually spectacular,
The Company simply doesn't live
up to its billing as an inside look
into the life of a dancer in one of
Neve Campbell doesn't make it pretty in The Company
the country's most prestigious ballet companies, the Joffrey Ballet of
private environment between the the viewer will be more entranced
Chicago. Rather, the film traipses
viewer and performer. Freedom, than a roller at a rave, twirlmg -a
through stunning seCLuences of
fragility-the dancer 's twisting, glowstick.
rehearsals and performances and it
arcing movements through the air
If Altman had just conceded
occasionally takes a detour through
above a darkened stage suggest that all he was really trying to -do
the life of one dancer' named Ry
both ofthese qualities, reminiscent was 'to simultaneously democra(Neve Campbell). This focus on
of childhood.
tize and deconstruct dance., The
Ry seems so entirely extraneous
Ifthis single dancer captures the Company would be a much more
to Altman's true motive in making
ability ofmovement to evoke tender honest film. The dancing is pr.ethis film (to assemble a delightful
emotions, other scenes highlight dictably wonderful and the acting
pastiche of pointed toes and pirthe sheer joy and power of dance. is (equally predictably) somewhat
ouettes) that it almost smacks of
The assembled company, outfitted mundane. What -makes TheCvmdisingenuousness. The Company
identically in searing, bright red pany worthwhile is not what it
is not about Ry; it's a study in how
costumes, displays its musculature does for dance, but what it does
the camera can function as a filter
and sexuality' through synchronized for film; it's a poignant reminder
for another -a rt form.
maneuvers that have a stunning ef- that good film isn't strictly.abcmt
" Don' t make it pretty. You
fect. Between the dancing and the the subject but about how we.see
know how I hate pretty," Mr. A ,
effect ofthe costumes and lighting, that subject.
the opinionated artistic director _------------------------------~--_::_-,
of the Joffrey Ballet, exhorts his
dancers in rehearsal. Altman's approach to Th e Company mirrors
his character's words. Dance sequences filled with flowing skirts,
sharply arched feet, and exquisitely Law students will be able to put themselves into the National :
executed ronds de jambe are really · Bone Marrow Registry on April 14th all day in the Lobby~ ~AU- ;
all Altman is interested in shooting,
and the result isn't merely pretty, it takes is a prick of the finger, and you will be entered into '
it's exhilarating.
the registry. The registry is used to find potential bone marrow
Disposing of the pretext of a
plot altogether probably would donors for leukemia, cancer, and other blood disorder sufferers,. ;
have served Altman well, but as So please take a few minutes and help this immensely important
it is, the story line is not terribly
obtrusive. Ry is a bland enough cause. Additionally, if you want to. help, with the Drive or have
character that it's vaguely inter- questions about the registry or the Drive ,-please contact 3L Jeff
esting to watch her transformation from nightclub waitress and Thurnher at jsthur@wm.edu.
S tarbucks-sipping second-bencher
(she starts out as an understudy to a L-________________________________________________________
<
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The Advocate says Goodbye to its

-
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Grad u a ti n g- Th i rd Yea r Staff

,..
... and hello to its incoming staff. Shannon Hadeed, graduating editorin-chief, with Nicole Travers, incoming editor-in-chief

The Federalist Society presents

Hillary and the
FlourerChildren .
The Fight to Recapture the Id~ntity .
of the 19608 Generation

A presentation by R~ Emmett

Tyrrell, Jr.
Thurs~aYF

April 15th af 5.:30 in room 119.

. ollowed by a reCeption in the studen
lounge.

The Advocate is still looking for next year's staff
writers. Those interested in applyingfor positions
should contact Shannon Hadeed at slhade@wm.edu
or Nicole Tra vers at -na trav@wm.edu
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•
Divisive Issues 1n
The Neverending Story
by R.S. Jolly

The Never Ending Story is a
temporally finite, two-decadesold film about a bibliophilic truant whose balding father drinks
'eggnog. I am less concerned about
the plot than about one of the main
issues raised by the film: whether
Falkor, the huge flying animal, is
a dog. (I assume that Falkor is a
male; although he lacks conspicuous genitalia, he speaks in a manly
voice.)
Officially, Falkor is a luck
dragon; however, several facts
support supporters of the canine
hypothesis. For. one thing, Falkor
has floppy ears; moreover, he has
a dog-like tail. Falkor.also has four
legs and likes children. Most decisively, Falkor asked to be scratched
behind his ear.
Supporters of the official hy-

pothesis concede that Falkor has
four legs but deny that this supports the canine hypothesis; after
all, since Falkor flies around all the
time, his legs might be vestigialevolutionary remnants, perhaps,
of his dinosaur ancestry. The fact
that Falkor flies militates against
the canine hypothesis; moreover,
Falkor lacks a characteristically
wet canine nose. Most decisively, in
an interesting argumentative twist,
supporters ofthe official hypothesis
concede that Falkor asked for earscratching but then contend that
dogs cannot ask to be scratched
behind their ears.
In conclusion, The Never Ending Story has supplied humankind
with one ofthe most intractable and
divisive issues of modern times .
For this, it ranks among the best
motion pictures in the history of
cmema.

Falkor: Luck dragon or giant dog? You make the call.

Recovery Brunch

every Sunday
11 :00 AM - 3:30 PM
Mexican Night every
Monday
Wednesdays:
$4 Sandwiches
after 9:00 PM

(757) 220-3405
765 Scotland Street
Williamsburg, VA ·23185
www.greenleafe.com
,

Talk to the ,Leafe about your
Commencement party needs!

